
Lookah Launches New Vape Pens and Hot

Knife Device.
Lookah, the award-winning vape and glass innovator, announced two new 510 pen

batteries as well as a hot knife electric dab tool.

The cannabis consumption market has skyrocketed over the past few years.
"Cannabis offers multiple ways for people to manage their health and wellness, from
chronic pain relief to easing anxiety."
Explains Mr. Mash, Lookah Marketing Manager. "The demand for solutions to these
ailments was at an all-time high during the global pandemic. As medical consultation
was limited, many turned to cannabis as a cure."

CBD vape cartridges are one of the most popular ways consumers medicate with
cannabinoids. Unlike some cannabis products, hemp-derived CBD products are legal
in all 50 states.

The prefilled 510 thread carts with CBD oil are vaped in the same manner as ecigs.
That familiarity of consumption makes them easy to use.
This method of taking CBD allows the drugs to enter the body swiftly. This resulted in
vaping CBD oil being particularly popular with medical patients who want instant
relief from their symptoms.

The new Load and Firebee vape pen batteries launched by Lookah are compatible
with most 510 thread cartridges. They appeal to novice and veteran vape users alike.
As cannabis products become mainstream, customers are looking for entry-level
devices that are reliable and easy.

The new vape solutions from
Lookah, with one-button control and
informative display, are attracting
much attention due to their ease of
use and affordability.

The devices have 500mAh and
650mAh batteries, respectively,
which is enough for multiple days of
use for most vape users. The vapes
are compact, lightweight, and
simple to use on the go. All features
which add to their popularity.

https://www.lookah.com/vaporizers/510-dab-battery.html


The Lookah Sardine hot knife is an electronic dab tool targeted at the concentrate
connoisseur end of the market. "For those that dab frequently, the convenience and
ease-of-use a hot knife brings is its main attraction." Said Mr. Mash. They are the
sort of accessory that, while not essential, are a joy to use and make it easier to
handle concentrates.

The Sardine hot knife has a replaceable ceramic tip that the user heats up at the
press of a button. The hot tip makes light work of cutting through concentrates, and
the wax melts right off it, so there is no mess left behind.

These new Lookah devices are available from the online headshop www.lookah.com.
The Lookah Load (retail price $22.99 ) is the smallest vape battery offered by
Lookah.
The Lookah Firebee vape pen, sold in packs of 15pcs, is suitable for store and
wholesale customers.
The Sardine hot knife (retail price $59.99 ) makes loading dab pens clean and
efficient.

About Lookah
For more than 15 years, Lookah has been producing high-quality glass water
pipes, bongs, and dab rigs. It has recently moved into the electronic dab pen and
vaporizer market.

https://www.lookah.com/bong-pieces-and-dab-accessories/lookah-sardine-hot-knife.html
https://www.lookah.com/vaporizers/510-dab-battery/lookah-load-510-voltage-battery.html
https://www.lookah.com/vaporizers/510-dab-battery/lookah-fire-bee-510-voltage-battery-15-mixed-colors.html
https://www.lookah.com/
https://www.lookah.com/bongs-and-water-pipes.html
https://www.lookah.com/dab-rigs.html
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